
safer tech for queers to connect



freeQ is an LGBTQ+ virtual event and video
conferencing platform— developed for queers, by queers

 



Queers connect on
safer tech.

secure video events
conferencing system via
licensing
online events management,
ticket sales, and tech support
talent to host LGBTQ+ events
community building through
amazing event content and
opportunities for connection

freeQ offers the LGBTQ+
community:

Book your next LGBTQ+ online
event with freeQ! 



When you invest in freeQ, 
you work with LGBTQ+ changemakers

Sarah Massey
 CEO

Riley Lamey
CTO

Sarah Taborga
Strategic Partner

Tracey Brown
Tech Ambassador

Mx Dream Beautiful
 Host

Susan Bruno
 Advisor

Sparrow Hanes
Engineer



Sarah Massey,
freeQ co-founder

Social justice activist with over
three-decades of experience.

Entrepreneur in media relations
since 2005.

Action Organizer known for
queer dance party protests in
Washington, DC.

Responded to the Covid-19
lockdowns to connect queer
community on a global, safer tech
platform.



freeQ offers an LGBTQ+ privacy solution in tech

"Every top social media
site is categorically unsafe

for LGBTQ+ people." 

-GLAAD

Citation: Marketwatch, Mark Murphy, 2021 

big tech tracks users,
manipulates them, and

profits off of their
division.



freeQ's video

conferencing 

and events have

surveillance-free

technology. 

freeQ's safer tech:

We are LGBTQ+

owned and operated,

for and by the

community.  

freeQ does not

track or sell our

users' data. 

No biased

algortithms.

freeQ is free from

censorship. 

freeQ offers

multiple layers of

security features.



Granted 36,000 Euros! 
Scaleway's Growth Stage
Startup Program 

freeQ wins Scaleway's Women Founders in
Tech startup initiative for 2022. 

36,000 Euros in cloud credits.

Technical support & guidance.

Global data centers supplied by wind power
and hydroelectricity. 



Our Target Partners 
are LGBTQ+ and
Sex-Positive

Organizations and Centers

Professional Advocates and 
 Workshop Leaders

Artists, Content Creators, and
Event Producers

Ages 18 - 65, worldwide

 



 

Over 250 amazing, queer joy events with 15 LGBTQ+
leaders have been hosted on freeQ's platform

Events in spotlightPartners

Folsom Street Events
 

Smut Slam DC 
 

Queer Dance Con

Largest street LGBTQ+, sex-positive 
 festival reaches audiences with freeQ 
Popular live storytelling slam
maintains itself by going online
New global dance event launches
online 

freeQ launched in May 2020



   

freeQ's model is an incubator.

        LGBTQ+ event producers can sell
tickets with freeQ and share
earnings.

Event organizers learn how to use
safer tech and communications.

Producers can team up and also
teach freeQ what's needed.



 

freeQ creates a producer market for
queer online events hosts

freeQ offers event producers
ticket sales

tech training
online talent

producer incubator

share ticket earnings 
team freeQ builds producer capacity
hire team freeQ to host events
producers network and create new 
event offerings together



freeQ client: DEAR QUEER DANCER
 

QueerDanceCon is

Brought together queer and trans
dancers in the United States, The
U.K., Spain, Portugal, Bolivia, Egypt,
and Reunion Island

Brought together dancers with who
have chronic illness, disabilities, and
access challenges with live events

      a virtual convention uniting the 
      global LGBTQ+ dance community



2nd annual QueerDanceCon will be 

Interested in sharing QueerDanceCon
with dancers in your area?

       Oct 8th and 9th

       Email: connect@dearqueerdancer.com 
       Instagram @dearqueerdancer 







freeQ's queer joy
ingredients

Make it fun! 

Create safety and maintain it.

Include a queer cultural or educational
element.

Invest in queer people and businesses.

Special freeQ secret recipe to foster
rainbow queer chosen family - so we all
feel free to express ourselves.



Riley Lamey,
freeQ co-founder

built  freeQ's cloud conferencing
tech with open source

systems engineer and
administrator since 2008!

is way too humble for this slide!



freeQ system 
 security features 

browser based, not an app 

ability to link emails to URLs via tokens
ability to change URL names
all users sign and maintain community
standards agreements. 
those "kicked out" are added to a freeQ list
to block future access



the future is queer

freeQ is seeking partners to join us as we grow

Do you have a LGBTQ+ event that can be conducted
online? You can license the freeQ system or partner
with us and sell tickets. Get in touch!

What are you up to this Pride season? freeQ can throw
your online celebration, booking amazing talent! 

Do you see the value in safer tech and supporting
LGBTQ+ connections and want to be a financial
partner? Let's make it happen! 

email: sarah@freeq.love


